
The following equipment is available to request through the Region

3 HMCC Duty Officer who can be reached at

Region3HMCCDutyOfficer@@mapc.org or by paging (978)-946-

8130. 

All Region 3 Public Health Departments who have signed the

Cache User Subscription Form are eligible to borrow equipment.

To find a  copy of the form and the request process you can visit

our website here.

The Region 3 HMCC in partnership with the Region 3 MRC Units

have formed set up teams that can be requested to assist

communities with the resources. These teams have been trained

on mobilizing, operating and demobilizing the equipment. You

may request the support of a team through your local MRC

Coordinator. Set up teams are subject to availability and are not

guaranteed with every request.

This equipment is DPH funded equipment and the use of the

equipment is subject to the guidelines in the OPEM Grants

Management Manual.

GRV MRC Coordinator: Jake  Lamond john.lamond@andoverma.us

UMV MRC Coordinator: Nancy Burns, nburns@westfordma.gov

NSCA MRC Coordinator: Liisa Jackson, liisajackson@comcast.net

HEALTH & MEDICAL
COORDINATING COALITION 
EQUIPMENT CACHE3

Region

NEC MRC Coordinator: Liisa Jackson, liisajackson@comcast.net

MV MRC Coordinator: Liisa Jackson, liisajackson@comcast.net

Region 3 MRC Contacts

Equipment

 Available

 Enclosed Trailer (1)

13’ x 26’ Enclosed Drive

Thru Kit (2)

 LED Light Kit (4)

 Electric Heating Unit (6)

10x10 Pop Up Tent (16)

8,000W Generator (2)

Medical organizer and

4 Drawers and Table (2)

Inflatable Light with Tow

Hitch (2)

 

https://hmccreg3.org/bidls-equipment-cache/


Enclosed Trailer (Quantity-1) 

This enclosed trailer is 5x8 New

Continental Cargo Tailwind

Series has a rear barn door and

can be easily transported by a

pick up with standard tow hitch. 

Specifications

5x8 Single Axel

Overall Length: 11'10"

Overall Width: 7'

Overall Height: 6'5"

Interior Length: 8'7"

Interior Width:4'8"

Interior Height: 4'10"

2 Inch Ball Hitch

Trailer Wiring 4-Pin

Location: Westford Public Health

Department

 
 



13X26 Drive-Thru Tent Configuration (Quantity-2)

with Electronic Heaters (Quantity 6) and LED

Light Kits (Quantity 4)

Specifications

Head Clearance: 7'1"

Packed Height: 13'6"

Packed Dimensions: 19"22"x84"

Weight: 166lbs

Location: Westford Public

Health Department

Heavy Duty 13x26 drive thru tent configuration, ideal

for vaccination clinics that can be set up within

minutes. Each tent allows for two drive through

lanes or one drive through lane and one private

nurses station. Includes three (3) electronic heating

units per tent and  two (2) interior light kits. Tent

configuration allows for windows and doors to be

used. Tent weights are included to secure tent on

pavement, concrete and other hard surfaces where

ground stakes cannot be used. Each tent  includes

transport wheel Kit and transport bag for easy

maneuvering.



10x10 Pop Up Tent (Quantity-16)

Quick and easy to deploy white 10x10 pop up canopy tents.

Tents are four full removable walls, weighted plates to ensure

tent is properly secured and storage bag for easy

transportation.

Specifications

Height: 10x10

Clearance: 6'7"

Frame Box Dimensions: 65"x10"X10"

Frame Weight: 41lbs

Canopy Weights: 16lbs

Location: Amesbury MA, Region 3

HMCC Cache

 

Generator (Quantity-2)

Weight: 265lbs

Rated Watts: 8,000

Fuel Type: Gasoline, Propane

Run Time: 10 hours at 1/2 load

Location: Westford Public

Health Department

 

Specifications



Medical Organizer 4 Drawer & Table (Quantity - 2)

The four drawer medical case  with table is a 

 storage container, cabinet and table all in one. This

durable case has partitioned drawers for easy, in-

field access to vital medical gear. The detachable

table provides a much needed work surface. It

features deep drawers, customizable drawer

dividers, easy-slide drawer guides, drawer label

holders, butterfly latches and a wide wheel base.

Specifications
 

Dimensions: (HxWxD) 36"x26"x23"

(closed)

Weight: 87lbs

Detachable Table: 35" x 24" (30" Tall)

Location: Westford Public Health

Department



Airlight Pro with Trailer Hitch (Quantity -2)

 

Professional grade inflatable LED light towers are an incredible solution

for area lighting. Set up takes less than a minute. Plug in power and the

tower erects itself to cast light in all directions. The combination of direct

and diffused light creates an amazing bright and soft lighting condition.

The heavy-duty case and durable materials make for a reliable tool. 

Specifications

Height: 12 feet

Weight: 64 pounds

Wattage: 860 Watts

Light output: 74,400 lumens

Voltage: 120V AC

Footprint: 28” x 28” x 24” tall

Location: Westford Public Health

Department

 

The Hd Receiver mount allows you to easily attach to any

standard Class 2 or Class 3 receiver hitch to easily transport

the AirLight. This mount has 2 wheels and a easy to use

multi use mount that converts from hitch use to handle use

using the same pin that you receive with the mount.

HD Receiver Hitch Mount (Quantity-2)

Specifications

Weight: 29.00 lbs

Dimensions: 24 × 24 × 6 in

Location: Westford Public

Health Department



Tips and Tricks for using equipment

Trailer:

      Always load and unload the

trailer while attached to towing

vehicle!

When loading, use the load

diagram to the right to

make sure equipment is

pack properly. This layout

also allows for the items to

be unpacked in  a logical

manner.



Tents are labeled #1 and #2. All walls, windows and doors are labeled

with corresponding tent numbers (#1 or #2).

Assign one person to each pole (x6). 

The tie-downs should be clipped down before raising the tent

poles/legs. Similarly, don’t raise the tent to full height until the panels

are on.

Attach tarps to each end with velcro first, then use the tie-downs. After

they were set up, we marked the tarps with sharpies to indicate which

tent they belong to (Ex: all tarps for tent 1 are  labeled ‘1.’ Those boxes

were also labeled for ‘Tent 1.’).

Non-velcro tarps belong on the inside of the tent. Use the velcro on the

sides and then crimp the door, roll up and use tie-downs.

Continue attaching velcro tarps on the sides, making sure that the

‘window’ tarp is placed to allow staffers to see the cars coming towards

the tent for their drive through.

When you raise the tent, check to ensure that all tarps are attached to

the velcro. Attach the big ‘SCREENING’ sign to the outside entrance. 

Weights: The technique is to angle them against each other around the

base of the pole first, then drop the outsides, hollow-side down. 

Drive-Thru Tent Set up Tips:



Drive Thru Tent Suggested Configuration

Be careful with tent set-up not to put the door on the outside of the tent

where you could walk into traffic. Place the window panel where you can

see cars coming. 

The tents can be set up with two lanes, or with one lane and a small

walled-off room, which allows for stocking supplies and protecting I.T.

materials, etc. Doors to the insides of these areas would not require

participants to cross traffic. 

If using both tents we suggest drive thru bays on left side for tent #1 and

right side for tent #2 window looking at oncoming cars door on inside

walls on back and side

Suggested Set up:



Heaters:
The heating units get hot within

minutes. They can’t be affixed to

every metal bar. Be careful about

placement, to be sure that nobody

could touch a heating element

accidentally and get burned.

 

Generators

Fill gas with stabilizer.

If using electric start, make  sure  battery is                                                                         

hooked up.

There is a pull start option

When initially turning the generator on, be sure to                                                              

turn the fuel shut off valve to the on position                                                                       

prior to attempting to start. 

When finished using the generator, if the                                                                            

generator is not out of fuel, turn the fuel shut off                                                                

valve to the off position. Once turned to the off                                                                 

position, let the generator run until it shuts off.                                                                   

Place as far away from tents as they are loud.

    

Inflatable Lights
Remove top of red

container and plug in

to power source, lights  

will inflate and light the

area.


